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In May and September 2014 the TRAC Innovation Community briefed the TRAC Board of Directors (BOD) on research that supports revitalizing innovation as a TRAC’s core value. This scripted briefing incorporates content from those briefings and supporting material to report on the innovation research project in FY14 to FY15.

TRAC has historically embraced innovation as a core value and the intent of this research was to examine recent trends in innovation and establish knowledge to support TRAC innovation. Culture is the shared beliefs that motivate behavior.

We believe a process that provides a way for people to put ideas into valuable action can enable innovation in organizations. Innovation can be a sustainable, intentional process to help expand TRAC’s value to the Army. Innovation can be learned, practiced, measured, and continuously improved. Ideas that allow innovation come from a variety of sources inside and outside of TRAC. Rapid, successful adoption of ideas requires leadership and support, but innovation is fundamentally a bottom up phenomena driven by people solving real problems. Finally, innovation is necessary for TRAC’s long term survival and success.
Purpose of Study: Support innovation in TRAC by (1) identifying potential Center and OneTRAC innovations in order to better recognize and support innovation initiatives, and (2) identify barriers to innovation in TRAC and the Centers in order to provide Center leaders with opportunities to remove or reduce the barriers. Includes all Tiger Team efforts that are one time initiatives.

In 2014 TRAC establishes innovation leads in the Centers. The Center innovation lead(s) will work with the TRAC Technical Director and other Center innovation leaders to (1) identify potential Center and OneTRAC innovations in order to better recognize and support innovation initiatives, and (2) identify barriers to innovation in TRAC and the Centers in order to provide Center leaders with opportunities to remove or reduce barriers to innovation.
Innovation has many definitions and has been a lively area of interest in academia, and both the public and private sector. TRAC seeks an operational definition of innovation that allows leaders and analysts to identify and understand innovation.

### Academic Definition of Innovation

The noun innovation has three senses:

1. invention, innovation ~ a creation (a new device or process) resulting from study and experimentation.
2. invention, innovation, excogitation, conception, design ~ the creation of something in the mind.
3. initiation, founding, foundation, institution, origination, creation, innovation, introduction, instauration ~ the act of starting something for the first time, introducing something new.

We propose an operational definition of innovation: people putting ideas into valuable action in a new way. Innovation generally signifies a substantial positive change and not just incremental improvement; however, innovation in an uncertain environment places a greater value on the pace of innovation than on the magnitude of innovation since this produces a culture of innovation. A culture of innovation helps produce agile and adaptive people and organizations.
In 2014 TRAC established an innovation community to promote innovation and provide a place to share and develop ideas. This community explored theories of innovation. Practicing innovation is mostly art, but there is substantial scientific research about innovation. TRAC embraces several innovation concepts from research and practice. These concepts focus on the individual, group collaboration and the organizational environment.

TRAC provides a knowledge management system and communities of interest and practice to foster teamwork, collaboration and sharing. TRAC forms teams such as Tiger teams to develop knowledge and prototype new methods and practices such as measurement space and the analyst development program.
We wish to examine innovation as it applies to individuals, teams and organizations. We first establish a model that allows us to think about innovation as a creative endeavor. The creative diversity model claims that everyone is creative though not everyone is creative in the same way. It uses four key variables to describe differences in individual creativity: cognitive level, cognitive style (i.e., preference for structure), motive and opportunity (especially how one views opportunity). There is no ideal combination for all situations.

### Creative Diversity Model

1. Everyone is creative.
2. Not everyone is creative in the same way.
3. Four key variables:
   - Level (our cognitive capacity).
   - Style (our cognitive style: preference for structure).
   - Motive (why we do it).
   - Opportunity (how we see opportunity).
4. There is no ideal combination for all situations.

Source: Dr. Kathryn Jablokow, PennState.
Michael Kriton describes an individual’s problem solving style along a continuum that addresses individual preference for structure. At one extremes are individuals like Einstein, who change the system. They often want to do things differently and prefer less structure. At the other extreme are individuals like Edison, who make change within the given system. They want to do things better and prefer more structure.
While Kriton uses Einstein and Edison as his examples, we use Jobs and Wozniak, because both contributed to the innovations that Apple Computer brought to the world.

Kriton and others contend that there is a normal distribution of preference among people with most people in the middle. We believe that most analysts tend to prefer more structure while many change leaders prefer less structure. This can inform the role of analysts in supporting change.
The creative thinking process in problem solving that spurs innovation involves divergent and convergent thinking. Divergent thinking generates multiple ideas or alternatives while convergent thinking narrows down the choices. Everyone diverges and converges. We do so differently primarily because of our cognitive level and style.

A higher cognitive level implies more knowledge, skills, experience, aptitude, etc. We expect more possibilities and more advanced thinking in divergence from people with a higher cognitive level and we expect them to apply more advanced principles in convergence.
There are several differences between those with a more or less structured cognitive style in divergent and convergent thinking. In diverging those with a more structured style are more methodical in approach, scope and bound the landscape of alternatives, and often use analysis of existing structures. Those with a less structured style use a shotgun approach, sometimes find clusters or themes, and are less concerned with existing structures. In converging, those with a more structured style are more logical, more meticulous, and usually use synthesis and integration. Those with a less structured style are more idea drive, less concerned about details, and usually not concerned with fitting into current structures. Again, the population is normally distributed between the two extremes of cognitive style with most people somewhere in the middle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Less Structured Style</th>
<th>More Structured Style</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diverging</td>
<td>More methodical approach</td>
<td>Shotgun approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scopes and bounds the landscape of alternatives.</td>
<td>Sometimes finds clusters or themes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Often uses analysis of existing structures.</td>
<td>Less concerned with existing structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converging</td>
<td>More logical.</td>
<td>More idea driven.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More meticulous.</td>
<td>Less concerned about details.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usually uses synthesis and integration.</td>
<td>Usually not concerned about fitting into current structures.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cognitive style in the general population is normally distributed; most people are somewhere in the middle.
Structure is critical to innovation. Any structure is both limiting and enabling. People see structure differently. More structured thinkers will use the structure. Less structured thinkers will abandon the structure. We believe it is a myth that one must throw away structure to be creative. In fact, a problem solving process such as the scientific method eventually forms the basis for solving most complex problems. Change happens by alternately loosening and tightening structure. Since innovation usually involves an iterative process of reducing and adding structure, most innovative ideas are put into practice by diverse teams.
Professor Kenneth Thomas at NPS and other researchers have examined how work in modern organizations has evolved with a focus on individual motivations and the relationship between the individual and the supervisor. They advocate a self-management model. While this model is not without controversy, it does provide some potential utility. In particular, it stresses the need for individuals to gain intrinsic motivation through responsibility for their purpose-driven behaviors and guides leaders to provide meaningful purpose for work.

The model has four defined steps and three feedback loops among the steps. The individual assess or measures performance on purpose-driven behaviors (A). The individual and supervisor assesses or measures effectiveness of behaviors (B) recognizing that a feature of modern work is that the individual does not control outcomes completely. As work progresses, the supervisor and individual assess whether the purpose remains appropriate and sometimes revise that purpose.
We now turn to the issue of group or team interactions. How people meet and interact are critical to an organization’s ability to effectively develop ideas for innovation and refine those ideas into action. Research has identified five conventional structures that guide the way we organize routine interactions and how groups work together: presentations, managed discussions, open discussions, status reports and brainstorm sessions. Liberating Structures add more options to the big five conventional structures.

Liberating Structures are easy-to-learn microstructures that enhance relational coordination and trust. They quickly foster lively participation in groups of any size, making it possible to include everyone. Liberating Structures are an innovation that can replace more controlling or constraining approaches.

The Liberating Structures website along with other resources such as the Liberating Structures Handbook from the University of Foreign Military and Cultural Studies can assist analysts in using these engagement strategies.
In an organization, innovation occurs more often in a suitable environment with the proper culture. TRAC Center leaders use many common innovation supporting practices to varying degrees. Center innovation leads encourage and monitor these practices.

Professor Neal Thornberry at the Naval Postgraduate School has studied innovation in the private and public sectors. He describes two models of inspirational leadership: Transformative Leadership and Entrepreneurial Leadership. Most innovative leaders in TRAC will practice Entrepreneurial Leadership with a focus on opportunities using like-minded people to focus on building and creating value through creative destruction with staged investments influencing others through personal communications.
An entrepreneurial leader spots an opportunity and brings it into the organization taking advantage of the organization’s leadership, culture, and organizational structure. He or she uses core competencies, existing strategies, and resources through a networked team of like-minded people.

Thornberry identifies a set of leadership competencies that focus on value creation as part of the manager’s job and demonstrates how a small number of entrepreneurial leaders can create a substantial competitive advantage for their organizations. For more details, see Lead Like an Entrepreneur: Keeping the Entrepreneurial Spirit Alive within the Corporation (McGraw-Hill, 2007).
Professor David A. Owens, Vanderbilt University asks why innovation is hard. His answers: We do not find a good problem; We do not generate good ideas; We do not choose the best idea; and We do not anticipate the innovation constraints! Constraints are something we can focus on, agree on, and measure. Furthermore, constraints are exactly what drives adoption.

Professor Owens also asks why innovations fail. His answers: an individual does not enlarge his or her toolset; he or she is not challenged to 'think different’; a group’s culture does not support risk; new ideas are killed by group members' behaviors; an organization is not structured to support innovation; innovation is not considered strategic; change is not wanted; a market is not offered utility and value; the adopters (users) fails to recognize an opportunity; a society doesn't accept an innovation as legitimate; it does not support values and aspirations; a technology is not fully developed or the innovation is not quite ready for prime time.

He explores these concepts by applying the lenses of various disciplines to innovation. Looking across these scientific disciplines we see six common

---

**Leading Strategic Innovation In Organizations**

- **Individual Constraints (Psychology).**
  - Innovation is a problem of having creative ideas.
  - We sometimes stop innovation by not "thinking different".
  - Overcome constraints of perception, intellect, and expression.

- **Group Constraints (Social Psychology).**
  - Innovation is a group problem
  - We do not get support for ideas because of adverse group dynamics.
  - Overcome constraints of emotion, culture, and process in groups as well as the environment within which groups work.

- **Organizational Constraints (Management Science).**
  - Innovation is a problem of organization; organization is the antithesis of innovation.
  - Overcome the constraints of strategy, structure, and resources.

Source: Professor David A. Owens, Vanderbilt University.
barriers to innovation:

1. Individual constraints: Psychologists treat innovation as a problem of having creative ideas. We sometimes stop innovation by not "thinking different". Overcome constraints of perception, intellection, and expression.

2. Group constraints: Social psychologists treat innovation as a group problem. We often do not get early support for our ideas because of adverse group dynamics. Overcome constraints of emotion, culture, and process in groups as well as the environment within which groups work.

3. Organizational constraints: The field of management sees innovation as a problem of organization; organization is considered the opposite of innovation. Overcome the constraints of strategy, structure, and resources.
4. Industry constraints: Economists see failed innovation as a problem of adoption. When there's no market to adopt it, it is not an innovation—just a creative idea. Relax constraints of competition, suppliers, and markets.

5. Societal constraints: The sociological and anthropological perspective suggests that societies control or obstruct innovations deemed as dangerous or contrary to societal values. Avoid constraints of identity, social control, and history.

6. Technological Constraints: Engineers and scientists see failed innovation as a failure of technology. If it does not work, it is not an innovation. Work with the constraints of knowledge, time, and the natural environment.

Leaders in TRAC remove or reduce these barriers to provide an environment and culture that fosters innovation. TRAC innovation leads in each of the Centers focus effort on identifying barriers, developing strategies for reducing or eliminating barriers, and informing their leadership and Center personnel about these efforts.
Finally, we consider recommendations for best practices published by the Institute for Corporate Productivity. The innovation supporting practices in the fields of management and innovation are to: (1) Use technology to collaborate and share knowledge, (2) Promote innovation as an organizational value, (3) Include innovation as a leadership development competency, (4) Tie compensation to innovation, (5) Develop an “Idea-finding” program, (6) Fund outside projects, (7) Train for creativity, (8) Create a review process for innovative ideas, (9) Recruit for creative talent, and (10) Reward innovation with engaging work.

Source: The Institute for Corporate Productivity published a study surveying some of the top companies and people in the fields of management and innovation.
In FY14 and FY15 TRAC focused on revitalizing innovation in order to ensure that TRAC remains the Army’s premiere analytic organization. TRAC examined innovation research and practice to gain knowledge and approaches to foster more innovation. This report summarizes that effort.